Does your pool
pass the test?
Swimming pools should be fun. However,
drowning is one of the leading causes of death in
Queensland for children aged one to five years.
Supervising of young children and teaching them
to swim at a young age can save lives. Effective
pool fencing also keeps young children safe.

Pool gate
 My pool gate closes by itself from any open position.
 My pool gate latches by itself when it closes.
 My pool gate opens outwards, away from the pool.
 I never prop open or tie back my pool gate or

Queensland has some of the highest pool safety
standards in Australia. All pools must comply
with the pool safety standard by 30 November
2015 or earlier if the property is sold or leased.



To find out if your pool meets the current pool
safety standard complete this checklist.

Building a new pool
 I have a building approval for the swimming pool

Checklist



 My pool is registered. Failing to register your pool
can result in an on-the-spot fine of $235.60 or a
maximum penalty of up to $2356 if a complaint is
made to your local government or the Queensland
Building and Construction Commission (the QBCC).
To register your pool call the QBCC on 139 333 or
visit www.qbcc.qld.gov.au.

Pool fences
 I have a pool fence restricting access from my








otherwise obstruct it from automatically closing.
I have a latch release which is at least 1.5 metres
above the ground and 1.4 metres above the highest
lower fence rail, or shielded so a child cannot open
the gate.

house to my pool.
The outside of my pool fence is at least 1.2 metres
high all the way around.
The bottom of my pool fence is no more than 100
millimetres off the ground all the way around.
All vertical or near-vertical fence uprights are no
more than 100 millimetres apart.
All horizontal or near horizontal fence rails are at
least 900 millimetres apart.
My pool fence is well maintained—there are no holes
or broken posts or rails.
There are no climbable objects near the fence that
would allow a child to climb into the pool area such
as BBQs, trees, rocks, shrubs and furniture.
A compliant cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) sign
is prominently displayed in the pool area.
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and fencing.
I have a sign warning people that I have a pool under
construction and it is clearly visible from the
road at the front of my property.
I have obtained certification for the fence (temporary
or permanent) around my new pool prior to filling it
with water.
I have obtained a final inspection of the swimming
pool and permanent fence.

Windows
Check any windows that could allow a child to go from your
house directly to the pool area

 My windows do not open wider than 100 millimetres
or my windows are suitably screened to prevent
access to the pool area.

Doors
 There is no direct access through a door from the
house to the pool area.
These features are some key requirements under
Queensland’s current pool safety standard. On-the-spot
fines of up to $824.60 and further penalties up to $19,437
can be imposed on pool owners if their pool fence does not
comply with the law.
If you have an indoor pool or require further information
on an outdoor pool please contact the QBCC or a qualified
inspector.

